This study investigated characteristics of motor cortex activation and response generation in Parkinson's disease with measures of electrocortical activity (lateralized readiness potential [LRP]), electromyographic activity (EMG), and isometric force in a noise-compatibility task. When presented with stimuli consisting of incompatible target and distractor elements asking for responses of opposite hands, patients were less able than control subjects to suppress activation of the motor cortex controlling the wrong response hand. This was manifested in the pattern of reaction times and in an incorrect lateralization of the LRP. Onset latency and rise time of the LRP did not differ between patients and control subjects, but EMG and response force developed more slowly in patients. Moreover, in patients but not in control subjects, the rate of development of EMG and response force decreased as reaction time increased. We hypothesize that this dissociation between electrocortical activity and peripheral measures in Parkinson's disease is the result of changes in motor cortex function that alter the relation between signal-related and movement-related neural activity in the motor cortex. In the LRP, this altered balance may obscure an abnormal development of movementrelated neural activity.
The motor symptoms of akinesia and bradykinesia in Parkinson's disease (PD) have often been attributed to dysfunction at a premotor level of movement organization. Convincing evidence for this view is the observation that relevant premotor areas show a partial return to normal levels of activation after the administration of dopaminergic medication, 1,2 stereotaxic pallidotomy, 3 and internal pallidum or subthalamic nucleus stimulation. 4 There is, however, also evidence for involvement of the primary motor cortex in bradykinesia, for instance, from the observation that monkeys with MPTP-induced parkinsonism show a disruption of movement-related cortical activity in the primary motor cortex. 5, 6 Ridding and colleagues studied motor cortex function in patients with PD using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and found abnormal cortical excitability, which they attributed to reduced inhibitory activity within the motor cortex. 7 They suggested that changes in motor cortex excitability compromised the selectivity of cortical discharge during movement, but they cautioned that bradykinesia was not likely to result solely from these changes at the motor cortex level. However, on the basis of a different experimental approach with the TMS technique, Pascual-Leone and coworkers have linked akinesia and bradykinesia to changes in the regulation of motor cortical excitability. 8, 9 They applied subthreshold TMS during reaction time tasks and thereby obtained information about the development of motor cortex activity in the interval between the presentation of a reaction signal and the motor response. Their findings suggest that in patients with PD the motor cortex takes more time than in healthy subjects to become sufficiently activated to generate a motor command. [8] [9] [10] To investigate the development of motor cortex activation more directly, we recorded movement-related cortical potentials derived from the scalp-recorded electroencephalogram (EEG). The movement-related potential suited for use in reaction time tasks is the lateralized readiness potential (LRP). The LRP measures the voltage difference between recordings ipsilateral and contralat-eral to the movement by a procedure designed to isolate lateralized motor cortex activity from overlapping stimulus-evoked activity in other cortical areas. 11, 12 The LRP starts approximately 50-150 msec before the onset of movement and corresponds to the motor potential (MP) component of the readiness potential, which originates in the primary motor cortex contralateral to the side of movement. [13] [14] [15] In earlier studies of movement preparation in PD, we have used the onset time of the LRP as an index for the timing of response choice and as a measure for the onset of motor cortex activation. 16, 17 One goal of this study was to replicate earlier results in the noisecompatibility task. 17 The main goal was to investigate the development of motor cortex activity and compare the central activation with motor output measures derived from electromyography (EMG) and isometric force recordings. This study therefore extended the application of the LRP by examining the rate of rise of the LRP as an index for the rate of growth of neural activity in the motor cortex.
METHODS

Subjects
The participants were 10 patients with PD (eight men, two women; age 60 ± 10 yrs) and nine control subjects (seven men, two women; age 60 ± 9 yrs). One additional control subject was tested, but later excluded when we discovered that a hand injury had influenced his performance. The subjects participated on the basis of informed consent and the procedures were approved by the local ethics committee. All but one of the participants were right-handed and all had normal or corrected-tonormal vision. The patients fulfilled established criteria for diagnosis of the disease, 18 which was of mild to moderate severity with slowness of movement present in all of them. Patients used anti-parkinsonian medication in various combinations (Table 1) . They were tested after overnight withdrawal (>10 hrs after the last medication). Motor performance was determined during the state of medication withdrawal using the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) motor section (mean 32 ± 6, range [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . 19 On the Hoehn & Yahr scale 20 patients were classified as 2, 2.5, or 3. Patients and control subjects completed the MMSE as a screening for dementia. 21 Performance ranged from 26-30 (mean 28) for patients and from 27-30 (mean 29) for the control subjects.
Task and Stimuli
A noise-compatibility task was used in which the participants made a choice reaction with the left or right hand on the presentation of visual stimuli on a computer screen. A stimulus consisted of a central target which was a leftward or rightward pointing arrow that in- 6  55  M  3  2  35  10 mg Selegiline  200 mg Amantadine  7  60  M  6  3  40  10 mg Selegiline  8  49  M  9  3  37  400 mg L-dopa  200 mg Amantadine  150 mg L-dopa  9  67  M  3  2  25  200 mg Amantadine  10 mg Selegiline  10  68  M  3  2  24 200 mg Amantadine 10 mg Selegiline * Hoehn and Yahr scale (off medication for at least 10 hrs). † Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (off medication for at least 10 hrs). ‡ L-Dopa was given with a peripheral decarboxylase inhibitor.
structed for a response of the left or right hand, respectively. The target was surrounded by arrows pointing in the same direction as the target (compatible condition), arrows pointing in the opposite direction (incompatible condition), or bars (neutral condition). We have previously found that similar stimuli with incompatible target and distractor elements caused initial activation of the motor cortex controlling the wrong response hand. 17 This incorrect response activation (expressed in the LRP) had a higher amplitude in patients than in control subjects. While the stronger incorrect response activation of patients with PD demonstrated that they were hindered more by incompatible distractors than control subjects, the study did not answer conclusively whether patients benefited more from compatible distractors than control subjects. Therefore, a neutral condition was included in the present study.
Subjects were seated at a viewing distance of approximately 1 m from the computer screen. They held manipulanda in both hands for the registration of hand grip strength (isometric force). Subjects were instructed to squeeze their right (or left) hand when the central arrow in the stimulus array pointed to the right (left). The stimuli were white against a gray background and subtended 2.0°× 1.4°of visual angle. Target fixation was guided by a fixation dot in the center of the screen. Stimuli were presented for 100 msec and intertrial intervals varied randomly between 3 and 4 seconds. There were six experimental blocks of 121 trials which contained equal numbers of trials for each condition (the first trial was always discarded), presented in random order. Before the experimental session, subjects received written instructions emphasizing response speed and they carried out one block of training trials.
Data Acquisition and Processing
EEG was recorded with Ag/AgCl electrodes from standard locations above the motor cortex (C3 and C4) and along the midline (Fz, Cz, and Pz) referred to linked mastoids. Only the movement-related activity recorded at C3 and C4 is considered in this report. Eye movements were monitored by bipolar horizontal and vertical EOG derivations. The band pass was 0.016-100 Hz. Digitization rate was 250 samples/s. EMG (filter 20-100 Hz) was recorded from the flexor side of both forearms. The EEG, EMG, and force signals were averaged off-line in an epoch from 250 msec before to 1000 msec after stimulus onset for stimulus-locked averages, and from −750-500 msec for response-locked averages. We rejected trials on which the subject made an error and trials that contained artifacts resulting from eye movements. Trials with eye blinks were removed when the blinks occurred during the first 500 msec of the trial. Later eye blink artifacts were corrected by applying an EOG correction algorithm. The number of remaining trials for each response side within a condition was always larger than 90, except for one patient who had a smaller number for one response side (>60).
The analysis of movement-related activity involved the computation of the LRP. This computation removes non-lateralized activity such as visual-evoked potentials and cognitive potentials that overlap with movement-related brain electrical activity. The LRP was derived after digital low-pass (8 Hz) filtering of the EEG according to the formula LRP ‫ס‬ (Mean (C4 -C3) left-hand movement + Mean (C3 -C4) right-hand movement) /2. For further background concerning the LRP, refer to recent reviews. 11, 12 Response devices were manipulanda for the measurement of isometric hand grip strength (one for each hand).
Force was recorded by means of strain gauges attached to each hand grip (sensitivity 0.03 N) and was digitized at 250 samples/s. The criterion force for a response was 50 N, representing a threshold level that was easily exceeded with a modest hand squeeze. The participants learned when they reached this threshold by means of an auditory feedback signal presented only during the practice block.
Data Analyses
The analyses included the following variables:
1. Reaction time: Mean reaction times per subject and condition were determined from the force signals of each correct trial and defined as the time from stimulus onset until the point at which the force level reached a 25 N threshold. 2. Errors: As determined from the force signal, errors were defined as trials in which the wrong response alternative was chosen (choice errors), trials with reaction times below 200 msec (anticipation errors), and trials without response or reaction times above 1000 msec (missing responses). Trials were also discarded as errors when the force signal from the incorrect side surpassed the threshold level (double responses).
LRP latency:
The latency of the LRP was defined as the moment at which 50% of the maximum amplitude was reached, which represents the best estimate of the mean latency in single trials. 22 
LRP amplitude:
The amplitude of the LRP was measured at peak latency. In the incompatible condition, incorrect lateralization of the LRP was quantified by the amplitude of the incorrect lateralization measured at peak latency, scaled as a percentage of the LRP amplitude in the compatible condition. Incorrect lateralization of the LRP was the only variable also measured in response locked averages. 5. LRP slope: The rate of development of cortical activity was estimated from the upward slope of the LRP by fitting a regression line through the data points between 20% and 80% of the maximum amplitude of the signal. Because the LRP combines the movement-related activity preceding the left and right hand movements, the following analyses of averaged EMG and force signals were also carried out on data collapsed across both hands. 6. EMG and force peak latencies: Latencies at maximum amplitude. 7. EMG and force amplitude: Amplitude of the averaged EMG (force) per subject and condition determined at peak latency. 8. EMG and force slope: In the averaged EMG (force) signals per subject and condition, the rate of EMG (force) development was determined in the same way as the slope of the LRP. 9. Analyses on binned data: To examine the relationship between motor cortex activation and peripheral motor output across different segments of the reaction time distribution, we partitioned the data on the basis of the reaction times. For each subject, three reaction time bins were defined. They collected the responses of three contiguous latency windows of 50 msec width, centered at the subject's mean response latency. LRP, EMG, and force were averaged separately for each bin. The binning procedure was only performed on the data from compatible and neutral conditions, because the slope of the LRP in the incompatible condition depends more than in the other conditions on the relative strength and timing of activity in ipsi-and contralateral motor cortex, rather than on contralateral motor cortex activity only.
Analyses of variance (MANOVA procedure of SPSS) 23 were conducted on the reaction times from correct trials, evaluating the effect of Group (PD versus control subjects) as between-subjects variable and compatibility (compatible, neutral, and incompatible flankers) as within-subjects (repeated measurements) variable. The latency of the LRP and the slopes of LRP, EMG, and force signals were analyzed in the same way. Analyses on the binned data were also performed for each measure, with latency bin (first versus third bin) as an additional variable. The incorrect lateralization of the LRP was evaluated with a t test comparing the difference between groups. Degrees of freedom of F-tests were adjusted according to the Greenhouse-Geisser procedure.
RESULTS
Reaction Time Analysis
The reaction times in the neutral condition were not intermediate between the compatible and incompatible conditions, as we had expected, but almost identical to those in the compatible condition. This result was not anticipated but can be explained within the theoretical framework developed around this task, as will be discussed later. Because there were no significant differences between the neutral and compatible conditions in either reaction time analyses or the analyses of electrophysiological data, analyses related to the compatibility effect were confined to a comparison of compatible and incompatible conditions.
As shown in Table 2 , the reaction times were faster in the compatible than in the incompatible condition (F [1, 17] ‫ס‬ 321.32, p <0.001). This compatibility effect was stronger in patients with PD than in control subjects (F[1,17] ‫ס‬ 4.98, p <0.05). The mean reaction time was slightly faster for the patients with PD than for the control subjects, but the difference was not significant (F [1, 17] 
<1).
Errors occurred in 4.6% of the trials for patients and in 3.8% of the trials for control subjects (F[1,17] <1). Most of the errors (79%) occurred in the incompatible condition. Figure 1 shows stimulus-locked and response-locked averages of the LRP in the compatible and incompatible conditions. The initial positive (downward) deflection of the LRP in the incompatible condition demonstrates that in this condition, the wrong response side was initially activated more strongly than the correct side. In the stimulus-locked averages, the amplitude of this initial positive deflection was higher in patients than in control subjects (t[17] ‫ס‬ 2.36, p <0.05 two-tailed). Thus, both the reaction times and the incorrect lateralization of the LRP support the conclusion that patients with PD were influenced more strongly by the incompatible flankers than the control subjects.
Lateralized Readiness Potential
Activation of the incorrect response was less conspicuous when the movement-related EEG activity was averaged relative to the response instead of to the stimulus. Moreover, the amplitude of the incorrect activation now no longer differed between the groups (t[17] ‫ס‬ 1.67, p >0.05), indicating that the surplus activity in patients was more closely synchronized to the stimulus than to the response.
The latency of the LRP was shorter in the compatible than in the incompatible condition (F [1, 17] Tables 2 and 3) . No significant differences between patients and control subjects were found for any of these variables.
EMG and Force Measures
The force amplitude was higher in the incompatible condition than in the neutral and compatible conditions (F[1,17] ‫ס‬ 5.63, p <0.05). This effect approached significance for the EMG signal (F[1,17] ‫ס‬ 3.62, p <0.10). These differences are most likely an expression of the response competition induced by the incompatible stimuli. After the initial activation of the incorrect response, the correct response is a corrective response that is executed more forcefully than the responses in the compatible condition. The higher amplitude of the force signal in the incompatible condition corresponds to the higher amplitude of the LRP in this condition, as reported above. EMG and force amplitude did not differ between patients and control subjects.
Like the reaction times, EMG and force peak latencies were longer in the incompatible than in the compatible and neutral conditions (EMG: F[1,17] ‫ס‬ 73.69, p <0.001; Force: F[1,17] ‫ס‬ 291.80, p <0.001). However, while the reaction times were shorter in patients than in control subjects, the EMG and force peak latencies were slightly longer, although these differences were not significant. This reversal suggests, nonetheless, that response execution was slower in patients than in control Table 3 ), the slope of the EMG signal was not significantly different between the groups.
LRP, EMG, and Force in Fast and Slow Response Latency Bins
The dissociation between a normal rate of development of cortical activity in patients and a slower than normal rate of force generation (see Fig. 2 ) was further explored by evaluating LRP, EMG, and force across different reaction time bins. Preliminary analyses established that the mean number of trials from earliest through latest bin were not different between groups. We contrasted the fast and slow bins, which included comparable numbers of trials. The mean number of trials (across response sides) was for control subjects 60 ± 8 versus 47 ± 6 and for patients 64 ± 6 versus 47 ± 7 in fast versus slow bins.
In analyses of signal amplitudes, only EMG amplitude decreased from the earliest to the latest bin (F[1,17] ‫ס‬ 5.89, p <0.05), and tended to do so more in the patient group than in control subjects, as indicated by a marginally significant interaction of group by bin (F [1, 17] Analyses of the slopes of EMG and force signals showed the same pattern as the earlier analyses of the unbinned data but were more sensitive to group differences. Thus, the slope of the EMG and force signals differed significantly between the groups (EMG: F [ The question of whether latency changes from first to third bin were similar for each measure and comparable for patients and control subjects was addressed by computing the difference between LRP peak latency and force peak latency. Comparing the first and third bin, this latency difference increased more strongly for the patient group than for the control subjects, as indicated by an interaction of group by bin (F[1,17] ‫ס‬ 5.58, p <0.05; see Fig. 4 ).
FIG. 2. LRP, EMG
, and force signals averaged across compatible and neutral conditions normalized to the same (arbitrary) scale to illustrate the dissociation between central and peripheral measures in the patients with Parkinson's disease.
FIG. 3.
From top to bottom: LRP, EMG, and force signals in fast, medium, and slow response latency bins. Note that from the fast to the slow latency bin, there is no decrease in the slope of the LRP for either of the groups. In the patient group, the slope of EMG and force signals decrease from the fast to the slow response latency bin.
DISCUSSION
The present study replicates the abnormal performance of patients with PD reported in an earlier study with a similar task. 17 The most important new finding is the dissociation between a normal rate of development of neural activity in the motor cortex, as measured with movement-related potentials recorded from the scalp, and a slower rate of force production. This dissociation will be our main concern in the following discussion.
Noise-Compatibility Effects
In noise-compatibility tasks, slower responses are observed when distractors are incompatible with the target than when they are neutral or compatible. 11, 24, 25 In the present study, this reaction time effect was substantial and significantly larger in patients than in control subjects. The delayed reaction in the incompatible condition has been attributed in part to a response conflict induced by incompatible target and distractors, which instruct for responses of opposite hands. 11, 25 This response conflict was manifested in the LRP as an initial deflection of positive polarity caused by activation of the motor cortex controlling the wrong response hand. 11 Supporting the reaction time findings and consistent with our previous work, the incorrect lateralization of the LRP was of higher amplitude in patients than in control subjects. 17 An unexpected finding was that the reaction times in the neutral condition were similar to those in the compatible condition. This result may be related to faster recognition of the arrow target amidst bars than amidst identical visual elements. In addition, because of the different shapes of target and distractors in the neutral condition, subjects only have to identify the target, whereas in the compatible condition, they have to process identity and location information. These effects may have canceled out any facilitation by redundant target information in the compatible condition. 26 We found no overall reaction time delay for the patients with PD. The choice of stimuli, the large number of trials providing ample practice, and the strong emphasis on response speed in the instructions may have contributed to the short reaction times for the patients with PD. Normal rather than delayed reaction times in PD are uncommon although not unprecedented (for reviews, see references 27 and 28) and have also been found after pallidal inactivation.
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Comparison of Central and Peripheral Measures of Response Generation
The main analysis did not show any evidence for a slower rise of the LRP in patients with PD compared with control subjects. On the contrary, analyses comparing fast and slow response latency bins showed that the slope of the LRP increased, paradoxically, from fast to slow response bin for patients, whereas the EMG and force slopes decreased. As shown in Figure 3 , there was an early and gradual rise of the LRP in the fast bin for both groups. In the slow response latency bin, there was an early lateralization in the opposite direction. These early effects reflect preactivation of either correct or false response side and have been attributed to response biases existing before the occurrence of the reaction stimulus. 30 This phenomenon influences the LRP slope and implies that the changes of the LRP slope across latency bins are not an entirely selective measure of changes in contralateral motor cortex activation and therefore have to be interpreted with caution. Notwithstanding this inherent limitation of the LRP, it can be concluded that the slope of the LRP was not decreased in patients with PD.
In contrast to the LRP, the rate of force development was significantly slower in patients than in control subjects, consistent with earlier studies that recorded isometric force in PD. 31, 32 In addition to the overall difference in force slope between patients and control subjects, the analyses suggested a picture of impoverished EMG and force generation with increasing response latency. While this picture is not supported in the strongest possible way, coherent evidence is the observation that, from the fast to the slow response latency bin (spanning just 150 msec), EMG amplitude tended to decrease more for patients than for control subjects. It is also supported by the latency difference between LRP and force peaks which,
FIG. 4.
The LRP peak latency increased less for patients than for control subjects across response latency bins, whereas the peak latency of the force signal showed a larger increase in the patient group. These tendencies add up to a significantly larger increase of the latency difference between LRP and force peaks for patients compared with control subjects.
from fast to slow latency bins, increased more for the patient group (see Fig. 4 ). Finally, the slope of EMG and force decreased significantly from fast to slow latency bins in patients but not in the control subjects.
Together, the analyses of central and peripheral measures of response generation yield a dissociation between an apparently normal motor cortex activation and abnormal motor output in the PD group. In interpreting this dissociation, it must be acknowledged that the measured data represent averaged signals whose characteristics can be considerably influenced by intra-individual variability in response latencies. However, this does not provide an explanation for the dissociation, because there was no difference in the spread of response latencies (see Table  2 ) or in the number of averaged responses between the groups. It might also be argued that the LRP, while recorded at electrode sites overlying the motor cortex, is still an indirect measure of motor cortex activation. Although it is true that the LRP may pick up activity from other areas than only the primary motor cortex, its derivation from the MP (motor potential) component of the readiness potential establishes the primary motor cortex as its main generator. [12] [13] [14] [15] Appropriate to a signal from the motor cortex, 33, 34 the MP is sensitive to the rate of force production. 35 Thus, given that force production in our patient group was slower than in control subjects, the normal rate of development of motor cortex activity, as measured by the LRP, needs further explanation.
Motor Cortex Activation in Parkinson's Disease
As discussed at the beginning of this article, there is evidence for changes in primary motor cortex function in PD based on cell recordings in the motor cortex of monkeys with MPTP-induced parkinsonism. 5, 6 In agreement with these data, transcranial magnetic stimulation studies of the motor cortex have suggested that the development of motor cortex activity is slower than normal in PD. [8] [9] [10] How should the findings of this study be interpreted against the existing evidence for impaired development of M1 neuronal activity in PD?
The discrepancy between central and peripheral measures might be the result of coactivation of agonist and antagonist muscles, which can contribute to bradykinesia. 29 However, in the analyses of LRP, EMG, and force signals in separate response latency bins, EMG and force slopes demonstrated a significant group difference, which makes this explanation unlikely. Another possibility is that the slow rate of EMG and force development are related to changes in peripheral mechanisms mediating response execution. This cannot be ruled out with certainty and may contribute to the dissociation between cortical and peripheral measures.
An explanation that may reconcile the normal rate of rise of the LRP with the abnormal peripheral measures in the group of patients with PD is that impaired movement-related activity is concealed from view by abnormal neural activity of another kind. Unit recordings in the monkey motor cortex have shown that the LRP receives an early contribution from sensory and sensorimotor type neurons with signal rather than movementrelated response properties. 36 This contribution might be stronger in patients than in control subjects. A relative increase of signal-related neural activity in the motor cortex of patients with PD is supported, in our data, by the fact that the incorrect lateralization of the LRP, in the incompatible condition, was of higher amplitude in patients than in control subjects when the LRP was averaged with respect to stimulus-onset, but not when it was averaged in response-locked fashion (see Fig. 1 ). A similar increase of signal-related activity should also be present in the compatible and neutral conditions and can be responsible for the normal appearance of the LRP, because it is likely to enhance its slope.
Like we have discussed in a previous report, increased signal-related neural activity in the motor cortex may be the result of a compensation mechanism. 17 It might be the case that as sensory-type neurons in the motor cortex are activated more strongly or in larger proportions, movement initiation improves, resulting from more effective activation of the corticospinal output neurons. Alternatively, increased signal-related neural activity may be the result of spurious activation of inappropriate populations of cortical cells in response to sensory input. Such spurious activation may underlie the enhanced long-latency stretch reflex in PD and a relation has been suggested to the decreased corticocortical inhibition demonstrated with transcranial magnetic stimulation by Ridding and coworkers. 7 Assuming a role of the basal ganglia in preparing motor cortical areas for a forthcoming movement, which is recognized as a process that includes a regulation of the motor cortex' susceptibility to sensory input, 37 decreased intracortical inhibition may lead to increased responsiveness to sensory stimulation. Results in healthy subjects, indicating that this responsiveness is influenced by the predictability of stimulus occurrence, also support such a mechanism.
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CONCLUSIONS
This report extends a previous study in which we found that stimuli inducing a response conflict between the two hands produce a stronger response of the wrong motor cortex in patients with PD than in control subjects. Evidence is provided here that this increased activation, expressed in an incorrect lateralization of movement-related potentials, is the result of stimulus-synchronized rather than response-locked neural activity. A general increase of stimulus-locked neural activity in the motor cortex may be responsible for the normal LRP slope that was observed in the presence of impaired development of peripheral response measures in patients with PD. On this account, the intriguing dissociation between central and peripheral response measures, reported here for the first time, does not contradict the common view that the corticomotoneuron tract is normal in PD. 39 The dissociation does point, however, to changes in primary motor cortex function in PD, which may be related to the motor cortex dysfunction inferred from increased excitability to transcranial magnetic stimulation. 7 To assess the functional meaning of the dissociation, further research is needed into processes of sensory-to-motor translation in the motor cortex in PD.
